Onsurity partners with Startupwala to show how healthcare is a new
prospect to maintain employee relations
or
Onsurity and Startupwala join hands to provide affordable employee
health benefits for SMEs and start-ups
Bengaluru, 2022: Onsurity, India’s first tech-enabled employee healthcare platform for
emerging businesses has entered into a partnership with Startupwala, India's best Start-up
centric legal services company. With this partnership, Onsurity intends to capture a wide
range of Indian start-ups and founders.
With healthcare coming to the ultimate aid for all during the harshest situations, Onsurity’s
employee healthcare platform makes it a point to offer outstanding and affordable
healthcare facilities to SMEs and start-ups. With a unique monthly healthcare membership
with instant purchase, a healthcare card model, and an unmatched, dedicated claims
support team, Onsurity has maintained its pristine services to all its clients.
On the partnership, Yogesh Agarwal, Founder & CEO, Onsurity said, “Providing healthcare
to employees that is reliable and affordable is what Onsurity is all about. We have covered
more than 100 start-ups under this association with Startupwala and going forward we are
aiming to reach a landmark of capturing more than 500 start-ups successfully under our
belt. With this step, we will be empowering more start-ups and SMEs to widen their avenues
in availing health benefits for their employees and families”.
“Our whole brand is built on encouraging and empowering start-ups to grow and establish
themselves legally and now with Onsurity onboard, our messaging is layered with an
important element which had seldomly been addressed by smaller businesses. Through this
association, we hope that all the facets of employee benefits are prioritized and looked
after”, commented, XXX, Founder, Startupwala.
Onsurity is working towards providing economically viable healthcare benefits to all
employees of emerging businesses across all platforms and has made remarkable strides to
reach its goals.
About Onsurity: Onsurity is an employee healthcare company that is making the space technology-powered and
affordable for SMEs, startups, and enterprises. With the aim of democratizing technology, they are giving
entrepreneurs chance to ensure their teams have access to the best of healthcare with their simple and
affordable products. Since their inception in July 2020, they have onboarded over 1300+ companies, providing
healthcare to over 100,000+ members, many of whom did not have any prior access to healthcare.
Onsurity has partnered with the likes of Whitehat Jr., WebEngage , DealShare, Rapido, Zolostays, Magicpin, Oye
Rickshaw, Mosaic Wellness, LimeTray, Hotelogix, Jupiter Money, Sugar Cosmetics, Park+ among others. To know
more about Onsurity click here.

